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 Duration:            30+ Hours  

 Type:                   Online Training 

 Server Access:    On Demand 

 

 

SAP HYBRIS EXPERIENCE: SAP 

Cloud for Sales/Service [New Fiori Screens 1911]-C4X 

What you'll learn: - 

 You will have an advanced understanding of how to set up and administrate an SAP 

hybris Cloud for Customer technical development and basics of integration. 

 You will be able to Confidently talk about and present upon the basics off SAP Hybris 

Landscape creation.  

 You will be able to understand techno-functional scenarios for Hybris Customer 

Experience latest release. 

 

 

Overview: - 

The SAP Cloud application Studio course simulates the development of a specific customer require-

ment into a SAP Cloud for Customer functional enhancement using SAP Cloud Applications Studio. 

Participants are introduced to the Partner Development Infrastructure (PDI) and gain hands-on exp-

erience with the Software Development Kit (SDK) using its key features. The SAP host guides part-

icipants through the design, development, and deployment of a SAP Cloud for Customer add-on 

solution. 
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Course Content: 

This course will prepare you to: 

 Generate new business objects 

 Create user interfaces for new business objects 

 Build fine-tuning activities related to the new business objects 

 Create extension fields on existing business objects 

 Adapt existing user interface to include extension fields 

 Integrate data via a web service and XML 

 Debug elements of your custom solution 

 Build a data source for a new business object and enhance a standard data source 

 Establish approval task(s) and enable notification rule(s) based on a new business 

object 

 Develop mashups 

 Create Reuse libraries 

 Create Process extension scenarios 

 Publish a new add-on in scoping 

 Manage the lifecycle of your add-on solution 

 Creating Custom Actions 

 Deployment Unit  

 Transport and Patches with Namespace 

 Business Adaptation catalogue [BAC]  

 Scenarios for exposing Custom Business Object with SOAP Service Interface 

 Standard Service Integration Utilities 

 Additional what you will learn in this Course 

 Administration Activities    

 

 Adaptation with UI Layout and Rules 

 

 Business Configuration: Fine Tuning, Scoping 

 

 Data Workbench Migrate data into the application and troubleshoot migration issues 
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 Describe the Integration scenarios available with SAP Cloud for Customer: 

Communication arrangement and communication scenario 

 

 Basic Analytics: the reporting capabilities of the system 

 

 Workflows for Notification   

 

 Code list Restrictions 

 

 Adobe PDF Forms 

 

         Who this course is for: 

 Anyone interested in SAP CRM and New Hybris Customer experience 

 Solution Consultants 

 Application Developers 

 Integration Consultants 

 CRM Functional and Technical Consultants 

Pre-requisites: - 

 Basic knowledge of SAP ERP, SAP CRM and basic knowledge of Sales, Service or 

Marketing processes 
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Why SAP HYBRIS Course?  

 

 Salary: The average salary ranges from  

               $81,374 to $131,020 per year. 

 

 Job Opportunity: SAP Hybris generates  

                  around 30,000 jobs every year.  

 

Growth: SAP Hybris has a market of about  

                0.1% and has great growth scope.  
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